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Experts increasing service revenues.

Use case:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise annuity management +
channel support programme – TESEDI
„The channel annuity management programme we built with Tesedi has been instrumental for Hewlett
Packard TS Germany. Since its inception four years ago with the help of Tesedi, we have tripled our
channel service revenues from existing customers.“
Axel Sidki,
Director of Support Sales, HPE Technology Services Germany
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In Germany, HPE works with over 400 channel partners

HPE Germany realised that it’s channel partners

needed help in managing their conversions and renewals
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left with a high administrative workload required to renew
their service and maintenance agreements. As a result,
renewal rates suffered, channel partners were frustrated
and enterprise customers were left without proper service coverage – impacting customer satisfaction. In addition,
new business potential was not addressed systematically.
HPE Germany was searching for an annuity management expert who would be able to offer a solution that
could help its HPE channel partners to manage their renewals from their service and maintenance agreements.
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Annuity solution:
What was needed was a service specialist with 100% focus on annuity management who had the knowledge and
track record to effectively support HPE channel partners and help them to successfully renew their service and
maintenance agreements. Familiar with the success HPE Switzerland had experienced a few years earlier when
partnering with Tesedi, ‘we reached out to HPE Switzerland and subsequently to Tesedi to see if their annuity
management solution would also be applicable to the German market’, explained Peter Steensma, TS Channel Sales
Manager for HPE Germany.

TESEDI:

TESEDI SERVICE
OFFERING:

Tesedi is an authorised Hewlett Packard service-only
distributor. Thanks to this clear focus, Tesedi does
not sell any hardware or software products – Tesedi
is the trusted service expert for both the product
distributors as well as the channel partners.

Supported by a suite of highly specialised IT systems
and tools, Tesedi services cover the entire spectrum
of the annuity management business life cycle,
starting with service and partner on-boarding and
adoption – where Tesedi welcomes new service
partner while tracking relevant renewal information –
all the way to sales enablement, quoting and contract
optimisation – where Tesedi helps partners to
accurately profile, price and quote expiring
agreements.
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Graphic: Service-only distribution model

Renewal

“Tesedi allowed us to explore a totally new way in our
service revenue management. Their focused serviceonly distribution model not only ensured that HPE
enterprise customers received optimal service
coverage, but it also enabled our resellers and
partners to renew their service and maintenance
agreements in time without any of the timeconsuming contract management work.”
summarises Frank Lutze,
HPE Germany / Tesedi Account Manager

“We highly appreciate the services provided by Tesedi.
We have been working with Tesedi for many years,
enabling us to offer our customers the best level of
service at attractive prices. We are very happy with
our collaboration and appreciate the in-depth
expertise of the Tesedi team.”
Thomas Zimmer,
Chairman of ACP
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Annuity results:
“Since its inception four years ago, we have tripled our channel service revenues from existing customers
with the help of Tesedi.”
Axel Sidki,
Director of Support Sales, HPE Technology Services Germany
Tesedi focuses on the entire end-to-end renewal process. Applying this methodology ensures that all renewal
touchpoints are systematically captured throughout the entire annuity management life cycle. Due to this
systematic annuity management, Hewlett Packard resellers are able to fully penetrate their existing installed
base while benefiting not only from higher processing efficiency – which in turn results in dramatically reduced
amounts of administrative work – but also from more new business by having the support from Tesedi experts
to spot up- and cross-selling opportunities. Overall, over the course of more than four years, the Hewlett
Packard TS organisation was able to increase its service revenues booked through the channel by over 300%.

EFFECT OF SYSTEMATIC ANNUITY MANAGEMENT:
Channel Service Sales Order Volume
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• Customer and sales insights
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• Customer potential captured in full
• 100% focus on your recurring revenues
• Effect of recurring revenues “compounding”
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Administrative relieve
Shorter lead times
Transparency on service revenues

Tesedi – Hewlett Packard annuity management programme
Focused and experienced

Tesedi GmbH ‘Technology Service Distribution’ was founded in 2005 for HP as the first European service-only distributor and has focused
exclusively on sales and renewals of expiring service and maintenance agreements since it was founded. Tesedi has a clear focus – we provide
neither hardware nor software products. Due to our status as a neutral and highly specialised service-only distributor, Tesedi is ideally positioned
to offer comprehensive support to Hewlett Packard partners for their service revenue management. Learn more about Tesedi and its parent
company, Annuity Management Group, and benefit from higher renewal rates, more revenue and greater customer satisfaction. www.tesedi.com.

Annuity Management
Experts increasing service revenues

Annuity Management Group specialises in revenue life cycle management solutions for technology providers. As a highly specialised service
provider for recurring revenues (‘annuities’), Annuity Management AG offers a comprehensive set of end-to-end solutions for service revenue
management that increase renewals of maintenance, support and subscription agreements. For more information, visit
www.annuity-management.com.
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